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LIGHT IS OUR LIFE



DAISY

PRO PRO

Non-glare and energy efficient panel family with comfort light and 
high efficacy for office lighting. The light output of the luminaires can 
be tailored to user requirements, thanks to its NFC system. The easy 
maintenance product offers 100.000 h driver lifetime. 

DAISY 600X600/1200X300/1200X100
DAISY M 600X600/1200X300

Recessed, surface or suspended.

UGR<16

5 years' warranty

dimmableCRI>80/903000/4000K133 lm/W

VANDA LED

PRO

Linear office luminaire for general and display lighting purposes. 
Thanks to its Direct and Direct/Indirect design, it is perfect for a wide 
variety of illumination tasks. Suitable for individual or system 
installation.

VANDA LED 114/128/135 D
VANDA LED 128/135 D/I 

Surface or suspended (via ceiling bracket for D/I version).

EM and dimmable versions

CRI>80/904000/3000K840 - 3800 lm (D)

STAND LED

PRO / PROJECT

Aethsetic freestanding luminaire for office task lighting, with micro 
prismatic PMMA diffuser, ensuring homogenous light for users. With 
Direct/Indirect light distribution, perfect lumiance and aluminium 
profile of 3 different colour options.  Available as a project product 
with Bluetooth and WiFi control for adjustable CCT, among other 
functions.

STAND LED / STAND LED PROJECT

Freestanding.

UGR<19

5 years' warranty

dimmableCRI>80/904000K13,000 lm

PANEL LED

ECO

Non-glare, IP40 panel with homogenous lighting throughout the whole 
luminaire, thanks to its build.  Its small height allows for installation in 
office spaces where there is little room between the suspended 
ceiling and the joist. 

PANEL LED 600X600/1200X300

Recessed, surface or suspended.

UGR<19 5 years' warrantyCRI>804000K 4000/3000K100 lm/WIP40

RING LED P

Suspended luminaire with perfect lumiance for general and display 
lighting purposes. Its opal diffuser ensures non-glare lighting. The 
house of the IP40 fixture can be powder coated in the requested 
colour. 

RING LED 600/900/1200

Suspended.

UGR<21

5 years' warranty

CRI>80/905500 - 11,500 lmIP40

PRO

118 lm/W

CRI>80/90

ROUND LED

Elegant, low-glare, dimmable luminaire for display lighting.
The product has an opal diffuser and its house can be powder coated 
in the requested colour. 

ROUND LED 600/850

Surface or suspended (only 600mm version).

UGR<22

5 years' warranty EM and dimmable versions

4000/3000K6400 - 17,060 lm

PRO

800 - 3180 lm

CRI>80

STAS LED

Non-glare downlight with good efficacy and mirrored aluminium 
reflector of 60° or 90°.

STAS / STAS M 10/20/30W

Recessed or surface.

UGR<19

5 years' warranty

123 lm/W 4000KIP20/44

5 years' warranty

ST SPORT LED

ECO/PRO

A perfectly ball proof and robust product with high efficacy, ideal for 
classrooms and sports facilities. The energy efficient family offers 
water-clear optics and various beam-angles.

ST SPORT LED 140/210 W

Surface.

STM LED

ECO/PRO

A clean design family perfect for sanitary spaces of hospitals, 
schools, offices and public institutions. Thanks to its IP44 degree 
protection class, it is ideal for moderately dusty and humid rooms. 

STM LUX / STM NEW

Surface.

EM and dimmable versions4000/3000K112 lm/W IP44

5 years' warranty

GAMMA LED

PRO

A robust and resilient family for humid and dusty spaces, covered 
parking lots, sanitary areas, industrial spaces and service rooms of 
public institutions. Easy-mount luminaire with high efficacy and 
protection class, together with great impact resistance. One of 3 
different CCT options can be set up during installation.

GAMMA LED 10/20/24W

Surface or side wall mount.

VIKTORIA

ECO

A luminaire family perfect for mirror lighting in sanitary spaces, 
thanks to its protection class.

Wall mount.

1400 lm 121 lm/W 4000KIP44 EM versions

5 years' warranty

EM versions

5 years' warranty

SABRINA

ECO

A luminaire family perfect for mirror lighting in sanitary spaces, 
thanks to its protection class. With built in 2 + F IP44 socket.

Wall mount.

4000K1400 lm 121 lm/W IP44
4000K

EM and dimmable versions

28,440 lm 146 lm/W 5 years' warranty

STL G LED

PRO

A board lighting luminaire with asymmetric light distribution and 
reflector, suitable for Single-End-Powered LED tubes.

STL G 136/158

Surface or suspended.

DIA LED SPORT

PRO

IP66 degree protected floodlight for stadiums and public areas.
Each of its modules can be replaced without any tools, and they
offer various angles of inclination. The high output floodlight
has only 1250 W consumption.

DIA LED SPORT 250/500/750 W

Sidewall (with wall accessory) and pole mount.

5700K160,000 lm IP66 5 years' warranty

LABOR LED

PRO

A low-glare luminaire perfect for the general lighting of high 
maintenance clean rooms, operation rooms, ICUs, pharmaceutical, 
food industrial, chemical and electronical manufacturing plants. The 
energy efficient family boasts with high protection class, and UGR<19 
value only with versions under 4000 lm. STEPDIM sensored options 
available for order.

LABOR LED 228/414

Recessed (in plasterboard ceiling).

4000/3000K5850 - 6510 lm IP65 UGR<19

5 years' warranty EM, dimmable and STEPDIM versions

EM and motion-sensored versions

3000/4000/6500KIK08IP65113 lm/W

5 years' warranty



MED LED

PRO

PROJECT

Energy efficient family ideal for the general lighting of high 
maintenance clean rooms, operation rooms, ICUs, pharmaceutical, 
food industrial, chemical and electronical manufacturing plants. 
High degree of protection with opal diffuser and comfort light - 
UGR<19 with versions under 4000 lm output. STEPDIM sensored 
versions available for order.

MED LED 228/414

Surface or recessed (into false ceilings with visible grids).

4050 - 6660 lm

EM, dimmable and STEPDIM sensored versions 5 years' warranty

UGR<19

UGR<19

4000/3000KIP65

STP LED UFO

ECO/PRO

A high output and efficacy highbay, perfect for industrial spaces, 
warehouses and commercial halls. An energy efficient family 
with long durability, high degree of protection and impact 
resistance, and long lifespan.

STP LED UFO VI IP65 100 W/150 W/200 W
STP LED 1 - 10V

Suspended or installed on console via ringbolt (wall and ceiling).

IP65 IK09150 lm/W15,000 - 30,000 lm

STAR LED

ECO

Our energy efficient weatherproof family was designed for the 
lighting of production halls, workshops, assembly halls and other 
dusty and humid spaces. With perfect lumiance, efficacy and high 
durability.  Easy to install and maintain. UV resistant diffuser (STAR 
LED), fireproof house, reinforced with fibreglass (STAR ENTRY LED).

STAR / STAR ENTRY LED IP66 / STAR LED IP65

Surface and suspended (even in outdoor areas, but in a covered space, 
protected from weather conditions).

2920 - 11,680 lm

EM versions

4000/3000KIP65/66

STF/AL

PRO

A low-glare luminaire perfect for healthcare institutions, hospitals, 
medical consulting offices, public kitchens and other general 
application areas, where surfaces need frequent cleaning. IP40 
degree of protection and opal diffuser. UGR<19 with versions under 
4000 lm output. STEPDIM sensored options are available for order.

STF/AL LED 214/228/235/414

Surface or recessed (into false ceilings with visible grids).

2080 - 5640 lm

5 years' warranty EM, dimmable and STEPDIM sensored versions

4000/3000KIP40

ST MED LED

Hospital bed lamp with LED module, ideal for general and ICU hospital 
wards, high-end social and nursing homes. Nurse calling connector 
sockets and medical gas source prep can be ordered. Tailor-made to 
project requirements.

ST MED LED 900/1100/1500

Sidewalls mount.

ECO/PRO

126 lm/W

EM and dimmable versions

IP65

INOX

A weatherproof family perfect for all spaces where vapour and gas of 
aggressive chemicals (acids, lye, ammonia) might be present in the 
air. IP65 degree protected luminaires offering high output and 
efficacy, together with durability and long lifespan. Composed of 
stainless steel body, tempered glass diffuser and metal gland.

INOX 236/258

Surface and suspended.

9050 lm 3 years' warranty

5 years' warranty

4000/3000K

ECO

IP65

METAL

INOX IP65 is available with coated metal body, under the name METAL, 
at a lower price.

METAL 236/258

Surface and suspended.

9050 lm 3 years' warranty

5 years' warranty

4000/3000K

EM and dimmable versions

126 lm/W

dimmable

3 years' warranty 5 years' warranty

STS - G / STSM - G

ECO

A batten range perfect for retail spaces, stores and corridors.
Suitable for Single-End-Powered LED tubes.

STS - G 136/158/218/236/258
STSM - G 136/158/218/236/258

Surface or suspended.

SLIM LED LINE

PROJECT

Versatile trunking system designed not only for industrial facilities, 
assembly and storage halls, but also for retail stores. The energy 
efficient family boasts with high efficacy and high transmittance 
PMMA lenses for perfect illumination. Easy, no-tool assembly with 
3-phase wiring and quick connector.

SLIM LED LINE 65W/65W INV/66W DALI /71W/82W/82W 
INV/83W DALI/90W/INPUT/body

STREET LED II 25W/36W

Surface and suspended.

4000/3000K140 lm/W IP405600 - 11,850 lm

EM versions

ALOX LED

PRO

A weatherproof family recommended for plants, workshops and 
halls, where vapour and gas of slightly corrosive chemicals are 
present in the air. High lumiance and efficacy, with durability and 
long lifespan: robust aluminium house and tempered glass diffuser 
offering high resistance against mechanical impacts.

ALOX LED 128/135

Suspended, even in outdoor spaces, without any restrictions.

STREET LED II

ECO

A value-for-money street lantern, perfect for industrial and public 
spaces. Low consumption, durable build - fibreglass reinforced 
house and PC diffuser - , high efficacy and a wall accessory with 
adjustable angles. 

Wall and pole mount.

3880 - 5000 lm 147 lm/W 4000K 45/80° wall IP65

80° pole clamp 5 years' warranty

STREET LUX LED

PRO

A high output and efficacy street lantern, perfect for industrial and 
public spaces. A non-sealed, robust street family - with high pressure, 
die-cast aluminium house and tempered glass diffuser - with 
exchangable components and several types of optics.
Comes with TÜV certificate and wall adaptor.

Wall and pole mount.

4000K3900 - 19,000 lm 150 lm/W IP65 5 years' warranty

3 years' warranty4000/3000 K

EM and dimmable versions

2700 - 4260 lm CRI>80/90 5 years' warranty

LINE LED

PRO

A linear family perfect for retail spaces, stores, showrooms and 
hotels. The luminaires can be mounted individually or as a lighting 
system. 

LINE LED 114/128STREET LUX LED 30W/40W/60W/80W/100W/120W/150W

Recessed into plasterboard ceilings.

EM and dimmable versions

IP65114 lm/W 4000/3000K2620 - 5030 lm

5 years' warranty

5 years' warranty

3 years' warranty
With spots or asymmetrical wall washer optics

(60°, 90° or 120° angle)
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